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/ Taqasim Baladi Progression 

The meaning of "baladi" 
Baladi (balady, beledi, beledy, etc.)= "of the country." 

• In Egyptian cities, baladi implies the culture of working class people, "authentic" and 
down-to-earth (different from the Westernized elite).

• Many of the working-class people or their ancestors migrated to Cairo and other major cities 
from the countryside, and brought folk traditions with them

• Western innovations like the accordion (and later, the keyboard synthesizer or "org") add a 
more urban feel to baladi music

• Traditionally a specific improvised portion of the artistic Oriental dance show that is more 
down-to-earth Egyptian and distinct from the more Westernized parts of the show

• In Egypt, baladi doesn't refer to one specific rhythm, it's a style that is embodied in the melody 
too.

• Can be in the form of a taqasim baladi (as described below) or as a song, or an interlude as part 
of a song.

• Baladi musical repertoire is different from art music or tarab repertoire, and is not taught in 
conservatories-it's music of the street weddings and of "regular" "local" people.

• The word "baladi" can also refer to other homestyle things: clothing, food, parts of town, class of
people  (e.g.,  "working  class,"  as   opposed   to   elite).... 

• The melodic style and rhythmic interplay found in baladi music is very similar to styles of folk
playing in the Sa'id and other rural areas, such as with mizmar and reed instruments (such as
small flutes).

• Traditionally, baladi is improvised by both musicians and dancer.

• More modern "baladi" styles can include folklore-style tableaux or character dances, but this is
not the same as the classic solo dancer style, whether by solo professional or amateur dancer.
It's good to understand the difference.

Music Notes 

• Use of the accordion for baladi dates from the early 20th century, and the songs most 
commonly used with the tet baladi (e.g., Amint Billah, Hassan) are also from that era.

• A baladi can also be played on keyboard (and the first keyboard players were accordionists), 
nay, saxophone (popularized by Samir Surour), quarter-tone trumpet (popularized by Sarni 
el-Bably), qanun or even oud or violin.

• The music is always improvised, though there may be some signature motifs or phrasing that 
shows up across different players and in certain traditional structures, since it is a living folk art.

Many thanks to master accordionist Nabawy for his generous help in my research over the years. 
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Taqasim Baladi 'Awadi & Component Parts 

(generalized: you can expect some variations on these guidelines across performances, because 

the player will adjust to the audience and dancer conditions over the course of an improvisation) 

'AWADI (3awadi or aawadi or awady) 

Could be described as "women's baladi." Played for women and female dancers. (Usually but not 

always follows the format below; in a longer baladi the musicians may return to the slow maqsoum 

after a bit of playing in a faster maqsoum, for variety, to go with their mood.) 

1. Taqasim, usually on accordion (but can be done on any melodic instrument)

2. "sekkat" (plural of "sekk" slap sound) dum-sakk on the one-and counts (in dialogue w/accordion)

3. Maqsoum or maqsoum 'a'id ("sitting maqsoum" -filled-in slow maqsoum rhythm)

4. O&A accordion and drum breaks/accents

5. Maqsoum seri'a ("fast maqsoum" -faster filled-in maqsoum)

6. lngerara (pulling out from this an even faster maqsoum or especially fella hi rhythm; also called
"magrour")

7. Ending: either the rhythm drops out and the accordion taqsim slowly returns "home" to tonic
note of the maqam it is in, OR the melodic instruments drop out and the drum solo (in Egypt,
known as the "fadi", meaning "empty"-empty of melody) begins.

OTHER KINDS OF BALADI

We'll keep the focus on the 'Awadi style for now, but there are some other baladi variations. 

The "Tet baladi" is similar to the Awadi structure with some songs included; it could be described 

as "men's baladi." Traditionally played for men, but women professional dancers do dance to 

this style as well; Fifi Abdou and Tahia Carioca are best examples. Dancer would traditionally 

wear men's-style white galabiyya, but nowadays it's not always done with that costuming; it can 

be used as the 'Awadi is used, as part of a solo dance show. Not all musicians would make the 

distinction of tet vs. 'awadi, there are just different options used more for men or more for women.

"Ashra baladi" is also a term heard in the context of baladi. 'Ashrah (pronounced aashrah/3ashrah) 

just means the number 10, in Arabic. What I was told, by Nabawy (who played accordion for street 

weddings as well as for a number of famous dancers in Egypt, including Fifi Abdou),  is that it's not 

a style itself, but rather a casual term used by musicians: When they say they are going to play 

'ashrah baladi, they mean a round of baladi, about ten minutes. Within that ten minutes is the 

predictable general structure, what we might call a baladi progression. 
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